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Abstract This paper studies the dynamic estimation problem for multitarget tracking. A novel gat-

ing strategy that is based on the measurement likelihood of the target state space is proposed to

improve the overall effectiveness of the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter. Firstly, a

measurement-driven mechanism based on this gating technique is designed to classify the measure-

ments. In this mechanism, only the measurements for the existing targets are considered in the

update step of the existing targets while the measurements of newborn targets are used for exploring

newborn targets. Secondly, the gating strategy enables the development of a heuristic state estima-

tion algorithm when sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) implementation of the PHD filter is investi-

gated, where the measurements are used to drive the particle clustering within the space gate.

The resulting PHD filter can achieve a more robust and accurate estimation of the existing targets

by reducing the interference from clutter. Moreover, the target birth intensity can be adaptive to

detect newborn targets, which is in accordance with the birth measurements. Simulation results

demonstrate the computational efficiency and tracking performance of the proposed algorithm.
� 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Multiple target tracking (MTT) solves the problem of estima-
tions for the time-varying number of targets and the corre-
sponding target states in cluttered environments, which
involves complex filtering and estimate algorithms.1–3 And

the data association4,5 is also a challenge due to the uncertainty
between the targets and measurements. Recently, the random

finite sets (RFS) approach has been presented as a mechanism
to develop methods for MTT,6 and a novel RFS-based proba-
bility hypothesis density (PHD) filter was proposed by Mahler.

Particularly, the PHD filter propagates the intensity function
of the multitarget posterior, which is also known as PHD. This
approximation allows the PHD filter to operate on the single-

target state space and hence the combinatorial problem caused
by data association is completely avoided.

However, the closed-form solutions for the PHD filter are
not available since the PHD recursion involves multiple inte-

grals. At present, one of the well-known implementations of
the PHD filter is sequential Monte Carlo (SMC-PHD) filter7,8

and the other is Gaussian mixtures (GM-PHD) filter.9 The
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cardinalized PHD (CPHD) filter10 was introduced subse-
quently, which additionally considered the cardinality distribu-
tion. Although a significant improvement in the estimate of

cardinality can be achieved, the computational cost is quite
high.11 Multitarget filters based on the PHD/CPHD recursion
have shown favorable performance in MTT and significant

research has been carried out to develop this method.12–16

When the PHD filter is used, the detection and tracking of
new targets are highly dependent on the target birth intensity

function. However, the standard formulation of the PHD/
CPHDfilter requires priori information of the target birth inten-
sity,6,10 and this leads to many limitations in terms of practical
applications of the algorithm. Especially when the newborn tar-

gets can appear anywhere in the monitoring region, the target
birth intensity function is required to cover the whole state space
of interest. Although a large number of Gaussian components

can be used to approximate an arbitrary density, this method
is potentially computationally inefficient.14 As the CPHD filter
is insensitive to changes in the number of targets,15 it is not suit-

able for the rapid detection of new targets.While theGM-PHD/
CPHDfilter is computationally efficient for real-time implemen-
tation, it is only applicable for linear Gaussian systems. By con-

trast, the SMC-PHD filter can handle the situation where dense
clutter exists and can also be applied to non-linear, non-
Gaussian systems. The existing data-driven PHD filters17,18

are also based on the SMC method. The idea of adaptively

building target birth models according to measurements16,19

has also been proposed for the PHD filter. A more general
method known as the adaptive target birth intensity PHD

(ABI-PHD) filter can be found in Ref.16. This method places
the newborn target particles based on the measurements to
avoid the need for prior knowledge of the target birth intensity.

In this paper, a novel measurement-driven adaptive PHD
filter is presented for MTT. As the measurements are repre-
sented by the RFS, a measurement-driven mechanism is intro-

duced to classify current measurements for the existing and
newborn targets. Subsequently, the two kinds of measurement
are used for the update steps of the existing targets and explor-
ing new targets, respectively. All of these benefits from the pro-

posed gating strategy that based on the measurement
likelihood function of the target state space. An SMC imple-
mentation of the proposed PHD filter is investigated in this

paper, where the target birth intensity is adapted according
to the measurements of newborn targets at each processing
step instead of selecting newborn targets using the priori

expected mean of the target states. Thus, a more efficient
and accurate estimate for the existing targets can be obtained
and the processing requirements of the filtering computation
can be simplified by the measurement-driven mechanism. In

addition, a heuristic state estimation algorithm based on the
gating strategy is also presented to extract the target states
from the particles representing the intensity function of the

state set, in which the measurements and particle distribution
information are considered to guide the particle clustering.
Extensive simulations show the tracking performance of the

proposed PHD filter.

2. Formulation of tracking model

The problem addressed in this paper involves a single sensor,
and bearing and range measurements are used for MTT. The

individual target state at time k is modeled in the following
dynamic model

xk ¼ fðxk�1Þ þ nk ð1Þ
where xk ¼ ½xk; v

x
k ; yk; v

y
k �T is the target state vector, with

½xk; yk�T and ½vx
k ; v

y
k �T the position and velocity in Cartesian

coordinates respectively; nk is the process noise vector; f(�) is
the dynamic equation of the target.

Each target generated measurement is obtained by

zk ¼ hðxkÞ þ ek ð2Þ
where ek � Nð�; 0;RÞ represents Gaussian random noise with
zero-mean and measurement error covariance R ¼
diag d2h; d

2
r

� �
, with dh and dr representing the angle standard

deviation and range standard deviation respectively. The posi-
tion of the sensor platform is assumed to be known at [xs, ys]

T,

so the invertible measurement function h(�) is specified as

hðxkÞ ¼
arctan

0 0 1 0
� �

xk � ys
1 0 0 0
� �

xk � xs

� �

Hxk �
xs

ys

� 	










2
6664

3
7775 ð3Þ

where

H ¼ 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

� 	

As the multitarget state changes with time, the dynamic sys-
tem model can be represented using the RFS theory.6 For

example, suppose that there are nk targets which are located
at xk;1; xk;2; . . . ; xk;nk in the single-target state space ES at time

k, and then they are measured and a set of measurements
zk;1; zk;2; . . . ; zk;mk

that taking values in the single-target observa-

tion space EO are collected. It is natural that some clutter gen-
erated measurements may be collected and some of the existing

and newborn targets may not be detected due to the imperfect
detectors. The target states and measurements are respectively
represented by the finite sets asXk¼fxk;1;xk;2; . . . ;xk;nkg2FðESÞ
and Zk¼fzk;1;zk;2; . . . ;zk;mk

g2FðEOÞ, where FðESÞ and FðEOÞ
are the finite subsets of ES and EO.

7 The goal of the algorithm

considered here is to recursively estimate the true target sets
Xk conditioned on all the measurement sets received up to
time k.

3. Decomposition of PHD filter

3.1. Standard PHD filter

The inherent combinatorial nature of multitarget densities
makes it intractable to implement the multitarget Bayes filter

directly.15 To obtain practical solutions, the PHD filter has
been derived via the first moment approximation. The stan-
dard PHD filter recursion contains the prediction and the

update steps6,16 as

Dkjk�1ðxÞ¼ ckjk�1ðxÞþ pSpkjk�1ðxj�Þþbkjk�1ðxj�Þ;Dk�1jk�1

� � ð4Þ

DkjkðxÞ¼ ð1�PDðxÞÞDkjk�1ðxÞþ
X
z2Zk

PDðxÞgkðzjxÞDkjk�1ðxÞ
jkðzÞþ PDgkðzj�Þ;Dkjk�1

� �
ð5Þ
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